It’s Time for the
Great Pennsylvania
Comeback!

LOU BARLETTA
GO V E R NO R

Born and raised in Hazleton
Pennsylvania Business Owner
Former Mayor of Hazleton
and US Congressman
Father of 4 and Grandfather
of 10

loubarletta.com

WE NEED
TO Restore
Common Sense
to the Commonwealth

Rebuilding the Economy: Lou will undo the economic
damage caused by Gov. Tom Wolf’s disastrous response to
the coronavirus epidemic, which included crushing small
businesses with shutdowns, killing thousands of jobs,
sending COVID-positive seniors into nursing homes, and
botching the vaccine rollout.
Unleashing Pennsylvania’s Natural Resources: Lou
will be a champion of the production of coal, oil, rare earth
elements, and natural gas; industries targeted by liberals
intent on destroying our jobs. Well-paying blue-collar jobs
have vanished because of regulations, freezes, and bans Lou will fight to restore our energy sector prominence.
Combatting Illegal Immigration: Lou was the first mayor
in the country to pass a local ordinance standing up against
illegal immigration and was promptly sued by the ACLU. As
Governor, Lou will maintain his strong stance against illegal
immigration, as a public safety issue, as job protection for
Pennsylvania workers, and as a public health issue.
Supporting Our Law Enforcement Officers: Lou will
always fully fund law enforcement and as Governor will
oppose any efforts to defund the police. He will strongly
support firefighters and first responders, who put themselves
in harm’s way to protect and defend their communities.
Restore Trust in Our Elections: The 2020 election taught
us that changes to election rules, put in place using the
coronavirus pandemic as an excuse, caused delays, chaos,
uncertainty, and widespread mistrust in our electoral
process. Pennsylvanians must know that the integrity of our
elections is sound, and Lou will take action to restore
public trust.
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